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Merry Christmas  

and a Happy New Year! 

 

  

 

Contributions to our newsletters 

are always welcome. 

Please use the contact details 

below to get in touch!   

If you do not wish to receive our 

newsletter in the future, simply 

reply to this message with the  

word ’unsubscribe’ in the title - 

thank you.  

Mountain Ringlet by John & Tracy Langley Small Copper by Iain Cowe 
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Dates for your Diary 

Online Scottish Recorders’ Gathering - Saturday, 13th March 2021 
Due to both the current restrictions and the success of our recent online Gathering 2020, we have  
decided to hold a virtual Scottish Recorders’ Gathering this spring. It will be via Zoom on the morning of  
Saturday, 13th March 2021. We are delighted that Peter Eeles (author of Lifecycles of British & Irish  
Butterflies) is to be our keynote speaker. It will be an opportunity to catch up on all the latest butterfly and 
moth news and gear up for the 2021 season!  All welcome - more details will follow in the New Year! 
 
 

Winter Workparties 

Bog Squad: 
Sat 9th January – Wester Moss, Stirling – Scrub clearance  
Sat 23th January – Kirkconnell Flow, Dumfries & Galloway – Scrub clearance  
Sat 30th January – Braehead Moss, South Lanarkshire – Scrub clearance 
Sat 20

th
 February – Braehead Moss, South Lanarkshire – Scrub clearance 

Sat 6th March – Kirkconnell Flow, Dumfries & Galloway – Scrub clearance 

N.B. All work parties must be pre-booked. Please see P4 for further information and guidance.  
 

Conservation Work Party to benefit Dingy Skipper and Small Blue at Inshriach Forest, Glenfeshie  
(Numbers restricted due to Covid so BOOKING ESSENTIAL) 

Date: Saturday December 19th.  In the unlikely event of very inclement weather, e.g. very wet or lying snow, 
the event will be postponed until the following day – Sunday 20th December, or until early 2021. 

For more information see https://butterfly-conservation.org/events/conservation-work-party-to-benefit-dingy-skipper-and-
small-blue-at-inshriach-forest 

 

 

A big thank you to all our Volunteers! 
At the end of what has been an exceptionally difficult year, we would like to say a huge thank you to all our 
wonderful volunteers for the amazing work you do to help our butterflies and moths. And we would also like to 
thank those of you who complete your quarterly volunteer timesheets and return your hours worked to us. 
This provides us with very useful data. With the 2020 season behind us, and bearing in mind the restrictions 
placed upon us all this year, we thought you might like to see a snapshot of how much your work directly  
benefits Butterfly Conservation in Scotland. Bear in mind that the figures are a baseline of our volunteer  
activity only and there is of course more work that goes on in addition. 

We thought it would be interesting to see how our volunteer effort in Scotland compares this year with all its 
attendant difficulties with the previous 2 years: 

In 2018 our volunteers contributed 1386.5 days of volunteer work 

In 2019 our volunteers contributed 1480 days (this equates to almost 7 full-time staff!) 

In 2020 our volunteers have still managed (to date as the last quarter’s figures are still to come in) a total of 
565.5 days equating to approx. 2.5 full-time staff. 

So you can see just how vital our volunteers are to the work we do. So thank you all once again and lets look 
forward to 2021! 

Shona Greig 

 

BC Events in Scotland 
Don’t forget to check out our website at www.butterfly-conservation.org/scotland as well as your local Branch 

website for up-to-date lists of fieldtrips, events etc: 

Highlands & Islands - https://butterfly-conservation.org/in-your-area/highlands-and-islands-branch  
South & West Scotland - https://butterfly-conservation.org/in-your-area/glasgow-and-sw-scotland-branch  
East Scotland - https://butterfly-conservation.org/in-your-area/east-scotland-branch  
N.B These are usually compiled over the winter months for the following season. 

https://butterfly-conservation.org/events/conservation-work-party-to-benefit-dingy-skipper-and-small-blue-at-inshriach-forest
https://butterfly-conservation.org/events/conservation-work-party-to-benefit-dingy-skipper-and-small-blue-at-inshriach-forest
https://butterfly-conservation.org/in-your-area/highlands-and-islands-branch
https://butterfly-conservation.org/in-your-area/glasgow-and-sw-scotland-branch
https://butterfly-conservation.org/in-your-area/east-scotland-branch
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RSPB Scotland’s Lifetime Achievement Award 

Congratulations to Dr Mark Young! 
We were all very thrilled that Mark was recently and well  
deservedly awarded RSPB Scotland’s Nature of Scotland Lifetime 
Achievement Award for his contribution to nature conservation. 

As many of you will know Mark is a stalwart supporter of Butterfly 
Conservation especially here in Scotland. He was a former BC  
trustee, he chaired our annual Scottish Members Day and Scottish 
Recorders Gatherings at Battleby, was our Expert Witness at the 
Coul Links Public Inquiry, is Chair of the Burnet Study Group and 
very helpful in assisting and advising on BCS Conservation  
Strategy. 

To further make him blush here is RSPB’s summary of his  
achievements. 

Mark Young is a skilled communicator who has inspired and  
mentored generations of lepidopterists, entomologists and general 
naturalists. As a Lecturer at University of Aberdeen from the 1970s 
until 2012, he taught many people active today in conservation. 
Whilst his commitment to student learning was unstinting, it is his 
study of moths and contributions to conservation, that really set his 
efforts apart from others. 

Although a skilled all-round naturalist, Mark is most widely known 
as one of the UK’s foremost microlepidopterists. Mark served on 
the Council of Butterfly Conservation (2006-2015) and frequently chairs their meetings of recorders. He 
heads up the scheme’s Scottish Verification Panel and provides guidance for vice county records across 
Scotland in verification of records. 

Mark’s activities have had real conservation impact. He has played an active role on the Scottish  
Government’s Advisory Committee on SSSI’s (1998-2008) and Biodiversity Science Group (Chairman,  
Biodiversity Lists Sub-Committee 1996 – 2010). He sat on the North Board of SEPA (1996 – 2002) and was 
a Council Member of Scottish Wildlife Trust 1978-1985; 1990-1997 (Chairman, Nature Reserves Committee 
1990 – 1997). Mark has also been instrumental in recognising the imminent extinction threat of the UK’s sole 
remaining population of New Forest Burnet moth, in Argyll. 

Mark is a prolific author and has been co-editor of the microlepidoptera review, published annually, since at 
least the 1990s. This report collates new verified vice county records of micromoths and is the main source 
used for distribution maps and for a national review of the conservation statuses of micromoth species 
(carried out in 2012). Mark also wrote the highly acclaimed A Natural History of Moths (1997) which expertly 
combined a scientific evidence base with highly accessible and entertaining language. He was also joint  
editor of Field Guide to the Smaller Moths of Great Britain and Ireland (Langmaid et al., 2018) and has had 
over 200 research papers published. 

Mark is an inspiration through the commitment 
that he shows to the study and conservation of 
the natural world but even more than that, his  
collaboration and people skills enable him to 
achieve so much more. 

Not being satisfied with just one award earlier in 
the year he was jointly awarded, with the late  
David Barbour, the Royal Entomological Society 
award for his outstanding contribution to insect 
conservation with the following declaration from 
RES. 

Dr Mark Young is seen, without doubt, as  
Scotland's foremost microlepidopterist and one of 
the most eminent microlepidopterists in the UK.  
He has made significant contributions to  
understanding the ecology, distributions and  
conservation of microlepidoptera across the UK 

Mark “laid-back” photographing Slen-
der Scotch Burnet on Mull 

Mark expertly and warmly chairing one of 
our annual meetings at Battleby 
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RSPB Scotland’s Lifetime Achievement Award 

but particularly in Scotland (e.g. Young 1996:; Langmaid et al. 2018).  Mark has acted as moth recorder for 
Aberdeenshire and Kincardineshire for more than forty years - contributing and verifying thousands of  
records for the national recording scheme and North East Scotland Biological Records Centre (NESBReC).  
As one of Scotland's leading insect conservationists, Mark's knowledge and opinion is greatly valued.  He is 
also passionate about passing on his knowledge to younger generations of lepidopterists and entomologists 
by leading field course and identification workshops and through initiatives such as the Conservation  
Volunteers and Aberdeen Entomological Club. 

So congratulations again to Mark and to RSPB Scotland and RES for recognising and awarding his  
exceptional contribution. 

From all at BCS 
    _________________________________________________________________________________ 

Priority Species Virtual Workshops update 
In the previous issue of e-news I reported on running virtual priority species workshops via zoom. These  
focussed on the following four High Priority species. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There were 195 attendees in total at these four events which were run on a Thursday morning and repeated 
the following Saturday morning, comprising 95 different individuals. 

Due to the popularity of these online sessions further virtual workshops are planned. Unfortunately, initial 
plans to host these during the autumn and latter part of 2020 have not materialised, so they have been  
postponed until the first quarter of 2021 and will cover the following species. 

 Welsh Clearwing 

 Coleophora arctostaphyli and other Bearberry dependent species 
e.g., Small Dark Yellow Underwing and Netted Mountain Moth 

 Barred Tooth-striped 

Details of dates and times will be sent out to previous attendees and others that 
have expressed an interest, and advertised on the events pages of our website 
https://butterfly-conservation.org/events and via Facebook. 

If you wish to find out more, please contact Tom Prescott: 
Email: tprescott@butterfly-conservation.org Tel: 01540 661469 Mob: 07979 785665 

These virtual workshops were kindly part-funded by NatureScot (formerly known as Scottish Natural Heritage).  

Eana argentana 

Choreutis diana 

Kentish Glory 

Mountain Burnet 

https://butterfly-conservation.org/events
mailto:tprescott@butterfly-conservation.org
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Ellie’s Quiz! 
 

As it is December now and Christmas is not so far away, here is a little quiz for you to solve! Although there 
is a bit of a festive theme going on beware, as not all the answers fall into that category! A big thank you to 
Ellie Lawson for making it. 

 

 

Answers may be found at the end of this newsletter. 

 

 

 

 

   ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Project Updates 

The Bog Squad  
With David Hill moving to ‘Species on the Edge’ and the ‘Munching Caterpillars 
Scotland’ project having come to an end, I am very happy to be taking over the 
Bog Squad for the winter months. 

We will be working across six bogs this winter including Wester Moss, Stirling; 
Braehead, South Lanarkshire and Kirkconnell Flow, Dumfries and Galloway. 

The work will concentrate on scrub removal to maintain the condition of the 
bogs and benefit butterfly and moth species. 

Some peatland engagement work will also be taking place, hopefully at schools 
adjacent to a moss (Covid pending). If you live close to a moss and are  
involved in a local community group who would like a zoom talk on peatlands, 
do get in touch. 

Preparatory work will also commence on a lowland Large Heath butterfly  
survey planned for the 2021 season. The survey will include habitat  
assessments to gauge the need for peatland restoration works.  

We are kicking off our work in 2021 with some initial dates below. 

Please note that currently, due to Covid, we are having to limit numbers to ensure social distancing so please 
pre-book onto work parties.  
Also, until travel restrictions lift, we are initially appealing to volunteers that live in the same local authority as 
the work party.  
Work parties may be subject to cancellation at short notice if guidance changes!  

We hope all this will change as the situation shifts, so do get in touch for more information if you are  
interested. 

Initial Work Parties that we hope to run: 

Sat 9th January – Wester Moss, Stirling – Scrub clearance  
Sat 23th January – Kirkconnell Flow, Dumfries & Galloway – Scrub clearance  
Sat 30th January – Braehead Moss, South Lanarkshire – Scrub clearance 
Sat 20th February – Braehead Moss, South Lanarkshire – Scrub clearance 
Sat 6th March – Kirkconnell Flow, Dumfries & Galloway – Scrub clearance 

More dates to follow!  

For more information about Butterfly Conservation  
Scotland’s peatland restoration activities please visit:  

Our blog: www.bogsquad.weebly.com 

Our website: www.butterfly-conservation.org/bogsquad 

Or contact Polly Phillpot pphillpot@butterfly-conservation.org 

Polly Phillpot 
Peatland Restoration Project Officer 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Wester Moss on an autumn afternoon 

Bog Rosemary growing amongst the Sphagnum 

http://www.bogsquad.weebly.com
http://www.butterfly-conservation.org/bogsquad
mailto:pphillpot@butterfly-conservation.org
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Project Updates 

Helping Hands for Butterflies  
Speckled Woods make inroads in Stirling 
Speckled Wood butterflies are quite rare in the Stirling 
area, with virtually no sightings – until this year! In  
September, Speckled Wood were sighted in the village 
of Menstrie and in Dunblane. Both recorders were  
confident it was that species and had experience of 
seeing it in other parts of the country. This is all the 
more interesting because the nearest known colonies to 
these are around 20 miles away in Grangemouth and 
the area around Falkirk. So if you live somewhere  
between these sites and have seen Speckled Wood 
and haven’t reported it, do let us know so we can fill in 
the gaps about the progress of this beautiful butterfly 
through Stirlingshire and surrounding counties.  

Anthony McCluskey  
Helping Hands for Butterflies Project Officer &  
Stirlingshire Butterfly Recorder 
amccluskey@butterfly-conservation.org 
 

Free online wildflower identification course in 2021 – sign up now! 
One of the best ways to start looking for butterflies is 
to know what wildflowers they feed on and what  
habitats they are found in. So brush up on your  
wildflower identification skills in the New Year by  
signing up for our free wildflower identification course. 
The course will be delivered online between January 
and March 2021, with five live lessons and printable 
material. It will cover the main wildflowers found in five 
key butterfly habitats (Coastal, Woodland, Wildflower 
meadows, Wet Meadows/Peat bogs and Upland 
grasslands), with a particular emphasis on the flowers 
used by butterfly caterpillars and adults. It will also  
describe the management needed for each of these 
habitats to make them best for butterflies. 

This course is suitable for beginners and anyone else wanting to improve their wildflower and habitat 
knowledge. It is being delivered as part of the Helping Hands for Butterflies Project, which is funded by the 
National Lottery Heritage Fund, NatureScot and Butterfly Conservation members.  

To register, please email Project Officer Anthony on amccluskey@butterfly-conservation.org 
 

Watch our wildflower film 
This summer during lockdown, Helping Hands for  
Butterflies Project Officer Anthony created a film about 
the plants and insects found in wildflower meadows. It is 
both educational and relaxing, so take 15 minutes out 
and treat yourself to some sounds and sights from the 
summer.  

Watch the video at: https://youtu.be/f7uX_Azo2AA   

If the video looks grainy, remember to change the  
playback quality to HD so you can see the butterflies and 
meadows in all their glory. 

 

   

 

mailto:amccluskey@butterfly-conservation.org
mailto:amccluskey@butterfly-conservation.org
https://youtu.be/f7uX_Azo2AA
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Project Updates 

Practical Conservation Work Parties 
Pre-Covid, our practical work parties had proved very popular particularly with a stalwart group of volunteers 
happy to get down and dirty to improve habitats for priority butterflies and moths.  One of the most regular 
events is our annual September scrub bash at Polmaily, near Drumnadrochit, where we clear trackside  
vegetation and the adjacent steep south-facing bank of gorse and broom to benefit two priority butterflies; 
Dingy Skipper and Pearl-bordered Fritillary. However, this event has become more renowned as the Polmaily 
Bake-off, with almost every attendee turning up with a homemade cake to share around other attendees.  
The trestle table would groan with these offerings  – few can forget Euan’s Malteser Tiffin!  The winner being 
declared as the baker of the cake that was finished first. 

Several of the regular Polmaily  
attendees were keen that Polmaily 
2020 should proceed.  However, it 
would not be permissible under 
Covid guidance for the all-important 
Bake-off element to go ahead.  
However, despite this and following 
a quick poll of the regulars, a no 
Bake-off, socially-distanced, Covid 
guidance adhering work party was  
organised with numbers restricted to 
up to ten regular invitees only. 

The day proved so popular that we 
returned not just once but three 
times and have made a real impact 
particularly on the gorse on and 
above the steep south-facing slopes 
as hopefully the photographs below clearly show. The site is monitored by two local volunteers Ron and Dot 
Ruston who walk a weekly transect along the forest track, so we will be able to judge if the butterflies have 
appreciated our work.  I’d also like to thank the following 2020 attendees for their hard work; Peter, Denise, 
Pete, Hilary, Brigid, Mark, Jimmy, Julie, Thijs, Fred and Simon. 
 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

  

Socially-distanced Polmaily 

Before After 
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Project Updates 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Due to the success and popularity of Polmaily other work parties are planned in Highland (being in Tier 1) at 
suitable sites where it is possible to work safely, socially-distanced.  Therefore, at 10.30am on Saturday 19th 
December in Inshriach Forest, Glenfeshie a work party will be held to benefit a newly discovered  
colony of Dingy Skipper in an old quarry and along an adjacent trackside verge.  The work is similar to that at 
Polmaily, clearing scrub, but on flatter ground, as well as spreading Kidney Vetch seed and planting out plug 
plants to encourage Small Blue from nearby colonies on the Feshie, to colonise. 

If you wish to attend or find out more, please contact Tom: 

Email: tprescott@butterfly-conservation.org Tel: 01540 661469  Mob: 07979 785665  

See https://butterfly-conservation.org/events/conservation-work-party-to-benefit-dingy-skipper-and-small-blue-at-inshriach-
forest 

Due to Covid numbers will be restricted so booking will be on a first-come basis. If the weather is particularly 
inclement on Saturday 19th then the work will be postponed to the following day, Sunday 20th. 

 

    ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

mailto:tprescott@butterfly-conservation.org
https://butterfly-conservation.org/events/conservation-work-party-to-benefit-dingy-skipper-and-small-blue-at-inshriach-forest
https://butterfly-conservation.org/events/conservation-work-party-to-benefit-dingy-skipper-and-small-blue-at-inshriach-forest
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Volunteer News 

Recording Purple Hairstreaks in Winter 
Butterfly recording opportunities generally reach a natural hiatus during the winter, but there are some  
exceptions for those of us keen enough! Purple Hairstreaks, for example, provide egg hunting possibilities. 
Probably Scotland’s most elusive and under-recorded species due to its tree-top lifestyle, it attracted more 
notice than usual in the summer of 2020 with a re-discovery in South Lanarkshire and new discoveries in the 
east of Scotland around Perth, Dundee, Blairgowrie and Dunkeld in areas where it had never before been 
recorded. 

Of all of Scotland’s butterflies, this is the one where targeted effort can result in the most notable impact on a 
species’ known distribution. It is not currently recorded in the Borders, Lothians or Aberdeenshire for  
example, but even here there is a realistic opportunity for intrepid recorders to find it for the first time. 

Searching can even be done in winter, when the eggs of the species can be found with a little practice. I 
have discovered 22 eggs from various local sites in east Perthshire so far this year and sharing tips has 
helped lead others to their own egg discoveries.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The eggs of the species are laid singly on oak buds at 
the ends of twigs. They are tucked in a cluster of 
buds, or at the base of the buds especially where 
there is a typical formation of three buds in a row. The 
eggs are brilliant white when laid in August and  
gradually fade to cream or grey as they attract dirt 
and algae over the winter. Throughout, they are just 
large and distinct enough at 0.8mm wide to spot with 
the naked eye, and with practice can be recognised 
quite quickly. They are bun-shaped, sometimes a little 
squashed due to being squeezed between the leaf 
buds, and under a microscope can be seen to be  
covered in small spines making them look something 
like sea urchins. 
 
(the following photos are of the eggs as they age, to assist 

with recognising them) 

 
   
 

Conservation News 

Purple Hairstreak eggs by Iain Cowe 

A fresh egg. Photo by Chris Stamp 
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Volunteer News 

 
Although they can be found on low branches, I have had most success gathering windfall twigs, as this  
allows easy inspection at home of buds that would otherwise have been out of reach high on the tree. 

The south side of any large oak tree exposed to sunshine are a candidate, with the females preferring trees 
standing apart from woods. Mature trees in hedgerows (especially the final tree in a row) or those exposed at 
the corner of a wood, or individual mature trees in pastures and parks, are more suitable than those within 
woods. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many leaf buds will typically need to be searched before hitting the jackpot and spotting the tiny egg, which 
houses a fully developed caterpillar over the winter, but the determined effort required to find them makes 
any successes all the more rewarding.  Inspection with an inexpensive USB microscope plugged into a  
computer can reveal a fascinating view into a less well-known stage of this elusive butterfly’s life cycle.  

Chris Stamp 

 

 

Conservation News 

Egg a few weeks old. Photo by Chris Stamp Old egg. Photo by Chris Stamp 

A fallen branch from which 10 eggs were retrieved. Photo by Chris Stamp 
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Conservation News 

Fife and Clackmannanshire Butterfly Update 2020 
This short update summarises the highlights of 2020. It has been a strange and very difficult year for many 
people with the national lock-down in the spring restricting butterfly recorders to a 5-mile radius from home. 
Thankfully the sun shone for several weeks allowing detailed exploration of local environments with good 
numbers of butterflies recorded and new sites discovered.  

Additionally, the start of the recording season was delayed for many UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme (BMS) 
transects by three months. By early July lock-down had eased and recorders could once again roam far and 
wide taking advantage of sunny summer days. 

Thanks to everyone who has sent in records already. 2020 may not have seen the amazing Painted Lady  
influx we all enjoyed last year, but read on to find out some of the wonderful butterfly moments that have  
delighted us in 2020! 

The biggest story in Fife this year is the spread of the Wall. Last 
year one was recorded south of Kirkcaldy near Seafield on 15

th
  

August. This was the first record in Fife since 1870! We hoped for 
more this summer and weren’t disappointed with the Wall making a 
dramatic entrance in eastern Fife. At the end of July, Dick Byrne and 
Cat Hobaiter spotted one in Kenly Den near Boarhills. Further  
records came in from around Boarhills, and Caiplie Caves between 
Anstruther and Crail. Since then we have received 14 records. All 
sightings have been along the coast except for one a few miles 
south of St Andrews at Priormuir and one on the Isle of May.  

The Northern Brown Argus had an exceptional year at Kincraig, 
near Elie. Hamish Johnston, the long-term transect recorder had a 
remarkable 284 sightings over the season – over twice as many as 
the previous best year, 2019. This lovely wee butterfly has a  
restricted distribution dictated by the occurrence of the larval food 
plant, Common Rock-rose, now quite rare in Fife and Clacks. Ali 
Shuttleworth found Northern Brown Argus at Monk’s Cave, a  
headland between Dalgety Bay and Aberdour at the beginning of 
July. For several years this area has been scoured by experts with 
no luck - well done Ali finding NBA here!  Over in Clackmannanshire 
records also came in from around Alva Glen.  

The Speckled Wood has continued its dramatic expansion 
across Fife over the last few years. The first record in Fife was at 
Shell Bay, near Elie on 22 August 2014. Last year 50 Speckled 
Wood were recorded with most records coming from the south Fife coast. Ongoing expansion has resulted in 
over 100 records submitted so far this year. This is a species that flies late in the season and a few more  
records may still be submitted. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wall - Kenly Den 31/7/2020 - photo by Cat Hobaiter. 
Second record for Fife. 

Speckled Wood. Photo: Stephen Buckland 
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Conservation News 

Early in the season while still under lock-down a new site for Green Hairstreak was located near Cupar by 
Susan Falconer. Green Hairstreak records were also sent in by Rob Ford for a site at Tayport Heath further 
west than previous historic records. These delightful butterflies were also recorded on Lucklawhill near  
Balmullo, Tentsmuir Point, West Lomond near Drumdreel Plantation, Harperleas Reservoir, Lochmill Loch 
and several sites in the Ochils. 

Early indications suggest that 2020 may have been a good year for the Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary. High 
numbers were recorded on the UKBMS transect at Lochore and records have also come in from Earlshall 
near Leuchars, Nadarra Wood near Leslie, Tillycoultry Glen and Pitmedden Forest.  A new site was  
discovered by ex-County Recorder Duncan Davidson at Rossie Bog near Auchtermuchty. Purple Hairstreak 
were also recorded here for the first time by Duncan and Glyn Edwards had sightings at Alva Woods and 
west of Dollar.  

Grayling continue to cause concern at Tentsmuir, their traditional stronghold, with numbers  
continuing to decline on the UKBMS transects on the National Nature Reserve. Restrictions imposed by 
Covid-19 delayed the start of the Grayling management project here. We hope we can make progress with 
this over the winter.  

This summer Grayling monitoring continued at an inland site in a disused quarry. Gillian Fyfe, Wendy Irons 
and a member of the quarry staff visited the site in August when 8 Grayling were observed.  Wendy  
continued to monitor Grayling and other butterflies and wildlife at the site throughout the summer.  

The first Small Skipper in Fife was recorded at Carlingnose 
Point Nature Reserve at North Queensferry on 24th July 
2019. This exciting record was followed this year by a male 
on the UKBMS transect at Lochore Meadows. Geordie  
Guthrie skilfully netted, potted, examined and photographed 
this beauty with Diane Wilson. This is only the second record 
for this species in Fife with Diane making the amazing  
discovery of the Carlingnose female last summer. 

WE NEED YOUR RECORDS! 
If you have records for the Butterfly Conservation Scotland 
Small Copper survey please submit your sightings 
online, including the date, number seen, location and grid 
reference or postcode at www.butterfly-conservation.org/
scottishsmallcopper, or by your usual route.  

So far, we only have records from two Wider Countryside Butterfly Survey squares. If you surveyed a square 
for WCBS this summer please remember to send your records in.  

Thank you for all your records.  

A reminder on how to send in records:  

1. Via email at: fifebutterflies@outlook.com. Please include the date, number seen, location and grid  
    reference or postcode. It really helps us if you include the name of the nearest village or town.  

2. If you have lots of records please consider using our dedicated spreadsheet. Available from us via email or 
    download from the website of the East of Scotland Branch of Butterfly Conservation. 
    https://butterfly-conservation.org/in-your-area/east-scotland-branch/recording-butterflies-and-moths 

3. Via iRecord – either on the iRecord website or iRecord Butterfly App. Again, please put the name of the 
    nearest village or town in the “location” box. Those that say ‘in my garden’ or ‘the woods’ take much longer 
    to process! 

4. By submitting to another recording scheme for example Fife Nature https://beautiful.fife.scot /fife-nature- 
records-centre or The Wildlife Information Centre (TWIC) https://www.wildlifeinformation.co.uk 

Please ensure you do not duplicate records by sending them to more than one recording scheme. We share 
our records with iRecord, FifeNature and TWIC and vice versa. 

Gillian Fyfe and Elspeth Christie, 
County Recorders for Fife and Clackmannanshire 

How to contact us: by email at fifebutterflies@outlook.com 

 

Small Skipper. Photo: Diane Wilson  

http://www.butterfly-conservation.org/scottishsmallcopper
http://www.butterfly-conservation.org/scottishsmallcopper
mailto:fifebutterflies@outlook.com
https://butterfly-conservation.org/in-your-area/east-scotland-branch/recording-butterflies-and-moths
https://beautiful.fife.scot/fife-nature-records-centre
https://beautiful.fife.scot/fife-nature-records-centre
mailto:fifebutterflies@outlook.com
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Nature Tales 

 Sallows, chestnuts and thorns 
Q.  What becomes golden and orange in autumn? 
 
A. Not just the leaves, but the moths which hide in them by day. 
 
Each year I marvel afresh at autumn-flying moths which mimic the autumn foliage. The first yellow moths 
turned up in our light trap in early September: the Sallow, pale as butter with toast-brown blotches,  
Pink-barred Sallow in amber and auburn hues and Frosted Orange, glowing like a stained glass window. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Only some of the autumnal moths are in sunny colours. The Red-green Carpet hedges its bets. The Chestnut 
and Dark Chestnut are glossy as ripe conkers. Others have evolved into the shape of dry, twisted leaves. 
One of our commonest moths is the Angle Shades, which could have been designed by Alexander McQueen 
for his final catwalk parade of human-animal-alien hybrids. Face-on, the shiny, aerodynamic head sweeps up 
to a high, double peak, which merges into a winged cloak of sculpted folds, in a geometric pattern of pinks 
and olives. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Sallow (R&B Mearns) 

Canary-shouldered Thorn (R&B Mearns) 
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Volunteer News 
It’s difficult for humans, except, perhaps, the blind, to appreciate how important scent is for beings who have 
to find sexual partners, sustenance and specific plants for egg-laying on dark, overcast nights. The  
Feathered Thorn is so-named because each richly tawny male has long, bipectinate antennae which he can 
raise and swivel – like aerials – to detect the scent-signals of distant, ready-to-mate virgins. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many end-of-year moths are dependent on Ivy flowers for energy. Our bushes are laden just now with their 
lime green, globular umbels, each star-shaped floret offering up its yellow pollen. By day, as I walk past, I’m 
stopped in my tracks by the powerfully sweet smell. On warm, sunny afternoons it sings. Or perhaps I should 
say it hums. Or, if I am going to be pedantic (and I often am) I should say that the thousands of insects at this 
glorious annual festival are humming together: bees, wasps, hoverflies and other flies, big and small. Some 
years I have counted dozens of feasting butterflies, but at the moment, only a few Red Admirals. It has been 
a poor autumn for butterflies here. 

If you have Ivy flowering nearby, you could check it after dark for the pollinating night-shift. However, you 
need a mild, calm evening for your torch to catch the glow of tiny orange eyes. If you are lucky, you’ll spot a 
Merveille du Jour. When freshly emerged, this marvel is bright as neat absinthe, with ripples of sugar-white 
and midnight-black, but fades to the milky-green of the diluted spirit, and during the jour, becomes almost  
invisible on lichen-clad oak trunks. 

It’s a shame that ‘moth’ is such a prosaic word. The French papillon de la nuit  sounds so much more  
appreciative. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 
Barbara Mearns 
See more of Barbara’s blogs at www.mearnswildlife.wordpress.com  

 

Nature Tales 

Frosted Orange (R&B Mearns)  

    Merveille du Jour (R&B Mearns) 

http://www.mearnswildlife.wordpress.com/
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Quiz Answers 

 

 

Quiz Answers: 

1.   Poplar Lutestring 

2.   Antler 

3.   Satellite 

4.   Red-green Carpet 

5.   Lead Belle 

6.   Small Elephant Hawk 

7.   Frosted Orange 

8.   Red Chestnut 

9.   Barred Chestnut 

 
 

                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


